
Digital Trust for
Places and Routines
A community seeking to enable greater transparency and civic 
dialogue on the use of digital technologies in the built environment

DTPR



Digital is invisible in 
the built environment
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Notice, consent, accountability, and transparency 
are often required by privacy laws but notifications 
in public spaces are largely absent and inconsistent.
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https://www.wired.com/story/stores-must-tell-you-how-theyre-tracking/


The impact of a fragmented approach contributes 
to an overall reduction in trust.
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Through the DTPR project 
we have begun to advance 
an understanding of how 
to foster trust in digital 
systems.
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It includes

A standard dictionary of concepts 
around digital tech and data practices

A standard set of icons to quickly and 
clearly communicate those concepts

Sensors Systems Places

ChatbotAPI

Personal Ai

Definitions Vendor Specs

Hardware Software

Setup Operations

2019

2020

~2025

Signage

Concept

Description

DTPR is an open-source communication standard 
for transparency and accountability around digital 
technology in places
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DTPR was drafted together 
with dozens of cross-sectoral 
experts and refined through 
an open co-design process 
and inclusive usability testing

The need for a solution has attracted broad interest. 
Even in its early stages, this project involved 
contributions from a wide range of participants.

https://github.com/sidewalklabs/dtpr/blob/master/contributors.md
https://github.com/sidewalklabs/dtpr/blob/master/contributors.md


The open-source taxonomy supports a visual 
language, signage + a digital channel and 
can be a catalyst for community-building and 
conversation



Icons come together in the built environment to give 
high-level information to those interested

Scanning the QR code using a 
mobile phone opens the web 
based prototype, which 
contains more information.
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Working with the City of Boston, we implemented 
the signage as part of a pilot project the summer  
of 2020

Field test in the real world

Let’s give it a try (link)

https://boston.dtpr.guide/sensors/-MbdxOYvlnHOsIlBJwEu
https://boston.dtpr.guide/sensors/-MbdxOYvlnHOsIlBJwEu


     5 years in the future

You have a personal AI 
provided by an organization 
you trust. Your assistant 
knows your preferences and 
is ready to help.
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As a communication standard that describes 
sensors, systems and places, DTPR offers a way for 
personal AIs to provide deeper control over our 
digital interactions while out in the world.
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Enter the plaza
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Enter the plaza
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Enter the plaza
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Grab a book
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Grab a book
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Grab a book
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Review your 
transactions
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Review your 
transactions
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We are building the 
foundations for this future

Join an emerging multi-sector coalition



Together, we can accelerate to a 
future where human agency in 

the connected world is the 
default.
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Thank you!
Learn more! Questions? 
https://dtpr.helpfulplaces.com jackie@helpfulplaces.com

The Icons, Design Guide and Taxonomy for DTPR are licensed by the Digital Transparency in the Public Realm 
contributors under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).

DTPR

https://dtpr.helpfulplaces.com

